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ABSTRACT A high-quality data transmission scheme in wireless body area networks is implemented by
a joint source-channel coding (JSCC) system with M -ary differential chaos shift keying modulation over
an on-body channel. Current DP-LDPC code pairs, which have shown good bit-error ratio performance
over additive white Gaussian noise channel and Rayleigh fading channel, cannot perform well over on-
body channel. In this paper, the DP-LDPC codes are redesigned for the JSCC system with new methods
depending on the on-body channel characteristics. A protomatrix dimension-restrictive searching algorithm
for DP-LDPC codes in the JSCC system is proposed according to the on-body channel bandwith and source
statistic, which is effective to predesign the dimension of the code pair for a new JSCC system. In this way,
the source-channel code rates are appropriately allocated to leave more source redundancy for improving
the error floor. Moreover, the joint protomatrix is reconstructed into two kinds of compact structures by
simplifying the edge linking relationships and modifying joint protograph extrinsic information transfer
algorithm, which decreases the induction of searching entries to further accelerate the code searching speed.
The searched code pairs show better bit-error ratio performances compared with existing DP-LDPC codes.
The power consumption in the new joint coding system is lower than the separate coding system in WBAN
on the physical layer.

INDEX TERMS Joint source-channel coding, DP-LDPC codes, on-body channel,M -ary DCSKmodulation,
bit-error ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless body area networks (WBAN) are breakthrough
technologies implemented in medical services via equipping
lightweight devices onto human body. These equipments col-
lect data by monitoring physical conditions to detect chronic
diseases [1]. According to the IEEE 802.15 report [2], log-
normal distribution is chosen as an on-body channel model
because it matches well in most cases as is shown in Table 1.

To minimize data distortion, the data transmission in
WBAN is optimized on the physical layer to achieve a
good bit error ration (BER) performance [3]. In this setting,
some good error correcting codes are introduced to fulfill

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yi Fang .

TABLE 1. Summary of the best fitting distributions for on-body channel
in case of still postures.

the task requirements, including the protograph low-density
parity check (P-LDPC) code [4], [5]. Notice also that the
lightweight equipments in WBAN are too small to store
power for data transmission [6]. Thus, a low power consump-
tion communication link needs to be designed with a new
structure on the physical layer.
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FIGURE 1. Framework of the JSCC system over on-body coding channel with M-ary DCSK modulation.

Therefore, high reliability and low power consumption are
two objectives of data transmissions in WBAN [7]. Joint
source-channel coding (JSCC) is an integrated model with
joint encoding or decoding for high reliability and low power
consumption [8]. To well match a new non-standard channel
model, the encoder and the decoder need to be redesigned in
the separate coding system [29]. Therefore, the coding part
in a JSCC system also needs to be modified for the on-body
channel model. A code index modulated M -ary differential
chaos shift keying (DCSK) system is proposed in [9], which is
promising for simultaneously providing energy and transmit-
ting information of the user equipment without any external
power supply in eHealthcare. Moreover, the wide frequency
band (900MHz, 2.4, 3.1-10.6GHz) [2] of the on-body channel
in WBAN is more suitable to be modulated by the M -ary
DCSK scheme [10], [12], [13]. In fact, there are two channel
models to construct the transmission link in WBAN by the
M -ary DCSK scheme. One is the ultra wide band channel
model, and the other is to select the channel model from the
IEEE 802.15 standard. In this paper, the multipath channel is
not considered due to the spectral spreading signal and we use
the statistical models of the path loss communication because
there are not path loss models for spectral spreading commu-
nication in WBAN. Thus, a higher quality data transmission
over on-body channel (IEEE 802.15 standard) in WBAN can
be obtained withM -ary DCSK-modulated JSCC system. The
framework of this JSCC system is shown in Figure 1.

The utilization of the double protograph low-density
parity-check (DP-LDPC) codes in the JSCC system can min-
imize the distortion in medical imaging over additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [15]. Furthermore, it has
been observed that the existing DP-LDPC codes, which have
shown good BER performance over AWGN channel [16],
[18]–[20] and Rayleigh fading channel (RFC) [11], [17],
cannot well perform over non-standard channels. The DP-
LDPC code pairs designed in [11] present grave error floors
in such an on-body channel system. Considering the com-
patibility and the sensibility of a JSCC system, to overcome
the error floor disadvantage, the source-channel code pairs
are redesigned in this paper with new methods to match the
characteristics of the on-body channel.

The dimensions of the DP-LDPC code pairs should be
firstly determined in a JSCC system and the decoding perfor-
mance depends on the optimal code rate of the P-LDPC code.
More source redundancy is introduced by properly allocating
the code rates to improve the channel decoding performance
in the JSCC system [14]. Furthermore, the source-channel
code rates are defined by the dimensions of the protoma-
trices of the DP-LDPC codes which are predesigned under
bound limitation, i.e., the protomatrix dimension-restrictive
searching (PDRS) algorithm. When the optimal dimensions

of the protomatrices are determined, the objective DP-LDPC
codes with fixed code rates are searched by the differential
evolution (DE) algorithm [18], [20]. Generally, the PDRS
algorithm is designed with universality for different DP-
LDPC code pairs over different channel models.

The DP-LDPC code pairs are generally considered as a
joint protomatrix with edge linking relationship in tanner
graph [11], [21], [22]. In this way, more indices of entries
of two linking matrices in joint protomatrix are introduced
into the DE algorithm with high searching complexity. The
joint protomatrix used in [11] is simplified to be two kinds
of compact structures with less indices of linking entries in
the objective joint protomatrix, which is an efficient way to
accelerate the DE searching speed. It should be noted that
the joint protograph extrinsic information transfer (JPEXIT)
algorithm needs to be modified simultaneously by decreasing
the entries for better decoding performance.

Here, three contributions in designing a JSCC system are
presented: (1) A data transmission of on-body channel in
WBAN is optimally designed by the JSCC system based on
the DP-LDPC codes on the physical layer, which has better
waterfall regions than that in [11] and lower power consump-
tions than that in [3]. (2) The source-channel code pair is
predesigned by the PDRS algorithm limited with the source-
channel code rate bound according to the on-body channel
bandwith and source statistic. (3) The joint protomatrix is
reconstructed to be two kinds of simpler structures according
to the new edge linking relationships in the JPEXIT algorithm
to decrease the searching indices of entries.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. ENCODER BASED ON DP-LDPC CODES
A sparse binary sequence s is generated by a binary sym-
metric i.i.d nonuniform memoryless source with probability
p, which is the probability of sending ‘‘1’’ satisfying 0 <

p < 0.5. s is compressed by a source code at rate R1 and
is protected by a channel code at rate R2. The source-channel
codes are expressed by protomatrices of order cı × ν , where
c and ν are the numbers of check nodes (CNs) and variable
nodes (VNs) respectively, and ı and  are nodes.

Now, consider a check matrix Hsc of the source code, the
source coding sequence is

c = Hscs. (1)

Then, c is protected by a transposed calculated generator
matrix GT

cc of the channel code as a transmitting sequence,

e = GT
ccc. (2)

The entropy of the source is:

H (p) = −p log2 p− (1− p) log2(1− p). (3)

33092 VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 2. The M-ary DCSK modulation over the on-body channel.

B. M-ARY DCSK MODULATOR AND DEMODULATOR
The encoded symbols e is modulated by an original chaotic
sequence in Figure 2. The chip interval of each chaotic sample
is Tc = 1, the smallest time unit. The encoded sequence
e of length n is modulated into a symbol sequence, x =
{X1, . . . ,Xm, . . . ,XM }, m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, by Gray mapping,
and the correspondingM -ary symbol is obtainedwith a vector
of the Walsh code matrix. Then, the modulated Xm is gener-
ated by

Xm = 6
ς−1
i=0 6

M
k=1ωk,mG(t − i), (4)

where ωk,m is the kth element in themth column of theWalsh
code matrix of sizeM ×M , G(t − i) is the delay copy of the
chaotic sequenceG(t), and t is the discrete time variable with
the time unit Tc = 1. The length of the original generating
sequence G0 is ςTc = ς , where ς is the spreading factor.

Subsequently, y = {Y1, . . . ,Ym, . . . ,YM } is received as

Ym = h(t) · Xm + n(t), (5)

where n(t) ∼ N(0, σ 2
n ) is Gaussian noise, h(t) = αδ(t − τ )

is the channel impulse response, α is a single path fading
constant coefficient of the on-body channel, and τ is the time
delay, which is set shorter than the chaotic signal duration
0 < τ ≤ ςTc.

The received y is demodulated into sequence v =

{V1, . . . ,Vm, . . . ,VM }. The discrete signal is mapped into the
same unit as the modulator, and themth symbol is received as
the m̂th one. Since the longest transmission delay is shorter
than the chaotic spreading factor (0 ≤ τ ≤ ςTc), the inter-
symbol interference can be neglected [10]. By multiplica-
tion with the Walsh code vector, the observed value Vm̂ is
expressed by the energy correlators as

Vm̂ = 6
ς
i=16

M
k=1[αωk,mG(i− τ )Q+ nk (i)ωk,m̂]

2, (6)

where Q = 6M
k=1ωk,mωk,m̂ when m = m̂, and nk (·) is

Gaussian noise of the kth element.

C. ON-BODY CODING CHANNEL MODEL
The on-body channel is modeled as a log-normal distributed
fading channel. The probability density function (PDF) of the
modulated random variable X is [2]

p(X ) =
λ

√
2πσnX

exp
[
−
(10 log10(X )− µn)

2

2σ 2
n

]
, (7)

where λ = 10
log 10 is a constant. The modulated Xm in dB

is exchanged into X = 10−
Xm
10 (value). σn and µn are the

variance and the mean of the Gaussian random variable,
respectively, which are related by [23]

µn = −
σ 2
n

λ
= −

σ 2
n

10/ log 10
. (8)

The variance of an on-body coding channel is

σ 2
x = 6

M
k=1(Xk − µn)

2
· pk , (9)

where pk is the probability of reception of the kth symbol and
6M
k=1pk = 1. Assume that all M symbols are equiprobably

acquired with

σ 2
x = 6

M
k=1(Xk − µn)

2
·6M

k=1pk (10)

= 6M
k=1

[
Xk +

(
σ 2
n

λ

)]2
≥ 6M

k=1

[
X2
k +

(
σ 2
n

λ

)2]

≥ 6M
k=1

[(
1
λ

)2

X2
k +

(
1
λ

)2

(σ 2
n )

2

]
(11)

≥

(
1
λ

)2

6M
k=1(Xk − σ

2
n )

2 (12)

=

(
1
λ

)2

6M
k=1(Xk − µr )

2. (13)

The last Equation (13) is due to the mean of single path RFC
µr = −λµn. The variance of single path RFC is

σ 2
r = 6

M
k=1(Xk − µr )

2
· pk . (14)

From (10) to (14), the two variances of the on-body coding
channel and single path RFC are related:

σ 2
x =

(
1
λ

)2

σ 2
r . (15)

Here, the log-normal distributed on-body coding channel is
modeled as a single path RFC with a specific coefficient ( 1

λ
)2

for the modified JPEXIT algorithm.

D. SOFT INFORMATION CALCULATION FOR JOINT
SOURCE-CHANNEL DECODING
The symbol sequence v is received through an on-body cod-
ing channel via M -ary DCSK modulation. All-zero code-
word is also assumed to be transmitted. The log-likelihood
ratio (LLR) of the source decoding is

Lsc = log
1− p
p

. (16)

The LLR of the output of the on-body channel is

Lch = log
p(Y |X = −1)
p(Y |X = +1)

=
10 log10(Y

2)
σ 2
n

, (17)

where p(Y |X ) is the channel conditional PDF evaluated at the
output Y (Ym) given the input X .
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With the conditional PDF p(v|m) of themth received signal
vector v when m = m̂ [10], one obtains

p(v|m) =
1

2Qσ 2
n

(
Vm
α2Q

) ς−2
4

exp
(
−
α2Q+ Vm
2Qσ 2

n

)
×B ς

2−1

(√
Vmα2Q
Qσ 2

n

)
, (18)

where α2 = ( 1
λ
)2 is the fading factor of the on-body coding

channel, B ς
2−1

(·) represents the ( ς2 − 1)th order modified
Bessel function of the first kind, and Vm is the mth soft
decision variable defined by Vm̂ in Eq. (6).
The LLR of the output through the demodulator is

LV ,out = log

[∑
m∈Mk

0
p(v|m)p(m)∑

m̂∈Mk
1
p(v|m̂)p(m̂)

]

= log


∑

m∈Mk
0
V
−
ς−4
2

m B ς
2−1

(√
α2Vm
√
Qσ 2n

)
p(m)

∑
m̂∈Mk

1
V
−
ς−4
2

m̂ B ς
2−1

(√
α2Vm̂√
Qσ 2n

)
p(m̂)

 ,
(19)

where M k
x is the kth modulated symbol, which can be

retrieved by Gray demapping, x ∈ [0, 1], p(m) and p(m̂) are
the prior probability of the symbols m and m̂, respectively.
Note that the prior LLR and the extrinsic LLR are

exchanged in joint source-channel decoding over many iter-
ations, which are the prior mutual information (PMI) and the
extrinsic mutual information (EMI) transmissions between
VNs and CNs, respectively. The iteration number is the
updating times of PMI and EMI between the source-channel
decoders.With increasing iterations, the prior LLR is less cor-
related with Lch, and the extrinsic LLR tends to a Gaussian-
like distribution [24].

III. OPTIMAL DESIGN METHOD FOR DP-LDPC CODES
The DP-LDPC code pairs proposed in [11] are simulated in
Figure 3 for the JSCC system over on-body coding channel.
The corresponding decoding thresholds are shown at the
bottom of the curves. There is an error floor for each p where
the code pairBs/c0.06 derived in [11] cannot decode successfully
in dash-line curves with ‘‘

a
’’. To improve the error floors and

decrease the code searching complexity, we redesign the DP-
LDPC code pairs in the JSCC system with new methods.

A. CODE RATE DEFINITION OF DP-LDPC CODES IN THE
JSCC SYSTEM
The source and channel code pairs are utilized by DP-LDPC
codes in the JSCC system. A P-LDPC code of the source code
is expressed with the protomatrix of dimensions ms × ns,
and the channel one is mc × nc. Here, the code rate of the
protomatrix is defined by the dimension.

The rate of the source protomatrix Bsc is defined by the
protomatrix dimensions

R1 =
ms
ns
, (20)

FIGURE 3. BER performances of DP-LDPC codes in [11] for different
source statistics p via the 2-ary DCSK modulation over the on-body
coding channel.

where ms and ns are the numbers of CNs and VNs of the
source code protomatrix, respectively, and the rate of the
channel Bcc is

R2 =
nc − mc
nc − np

, (21)

where mc and nc are the numbers of CNs and VNs of the
channel code protomatrix, respectively, np = 1 is a punctured
VN in the column with the largest degree in the channel
protomatrix.

The total code rate is

R =
R2
R1
=
nc − mc
nc − 1

×
ns
ms
:=

mt
nt
. (22)

The dimensions of the protomatrices of the total code rate are
defined asmt = (nc−mc)×ns and nt = (nc−1)×ms, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the DP-LDPC codes utilized in the JSCC
system should satisfy the relationship nc − ms = mc [14].

B. PDRS ALGORITHM FOR DP-LDPC CODES WITH CODE
RATE BOUNDS
The optimal DP-LDPC code pair is searched by the DE
Algorithm. Before searching the objective codes, the most
appropriate dimensions of the DP-LDPC code pair for the
proposed JSCC system should be firstly determined. In the
JSCC system, the source code and the channel code are jointly
decoded, where the redundant source is applied into the
channel decoding for good BER performance. Therefore, the
source-channel code rates need to be appropriately allocated
for more source redundancy.

The source entropy and the channel capacity are the lower
and upper bounds in communication system, respectively.
The source code rate and the channel code rate are restric-
tively determined by the bound limitation.

(1) The minimum source code rate R1 approaches the
source entropy H (p) according to the Shannon source cod-
ing theory [25]. In the JSCC system, the source code rate
should be large to leave more source redundancy for channel
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decoding to achieve low error floors, and satisfy:

max F1[1Ds(R1) = R1 − H (p)]

s.t. 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5,

H (p) ≤ R1,

R1 =
ms
ns
,

0 ≤ R1 ≤ 1, (23)

where the function F1 is defined by the differential value
calculation 1Ds.

(2) The maximum channel code rate R2 is determined by
the normalized channel capacity C according to the Shannon
channel coding theory [25]. For a determinate channel capac-
ity, the channel code rate is defined by the signal noise ratio
(SNR) δ,

R2 =
C

log2M
=
B log2(1+ δ)

log2M
, (24)

whereM represents theM -ary modulation order, and B is the
bandwidth of the on-body channel. From Eq. (24), a higher
channel code rate is achieved with a large δ value, which can
be formalized as a differential value,

max F2[1Dc(R2) = 2
R2 log2 M

B − 1]

s.t. B = 900MHz,

R2 =
nc − mc
nc − 1

,

0 ≤ R2 ≤ 1, (25)

where the function F2 is defined by the deviation 1Dc(·).
The dimensions of the protomatrices are introduced to the

code rate bound limitation in Eqs. (23) and (25). To deter-
mine the dimensions first, a restrictively searching algorithm
with code rate bound is presented in Algorithm 1. The con-
straints of dimensions of the source-channel protomatrices
are restrictively searching in lines 1 to 9 and lines 10 to 18,
respectively. Then, line 21 is the constraint of the JSCC sys-
tem that the utilized DP-LDPC code pair should follow [14].
Lines 22 and 23 ensure that the searched results by the source-
channel code rates are positive and less than 1 according
to Eq. (22).

From the proposed search algorithm 1, the dimensions of
the DP-LDPC code pair are determined by the source statistic
and the channel bandwidth. Thus, the size of the objective
protomatrices with determined code rates can be obtained by
the DE algorithm.

C. SIMPLIFIED JOINT PROTOMATRIX WITH NOVEL EDGE
LINKING RELATIONSHIP
When the dimensions of the DP-LDPC code pairs are deter-
mined, the objective protomatrices are searched by the DE
algorithm based on exhaustive entries search, which is time-
consuming. The search process becomesmore complex as the
increase of the candidate number of searching code pairs with
more entries. If the number of the induces of searching entries
is decreased, the searching speed will be accelerated.

Algorithm 1 PDRS Algorithm for DP-LDPC Codes
Input:

nt , mt , p, B, M ;
Output:

ns, nc, ms, mc;
1: F the source code dimension-restrictive searching;
2: for each ms, ns ∈ [1, 9] do
3: ns > ms;
4: while (max 1Ds(R1)) do
5: for all ns and ms do
6: max F1 : 1Ds=

[
ms
ns
− H (p)

]
;

7: end for
8: end while
9: end for
10: F the channel code dimension-restrictive searching;
11: for each mc, nc ∈ [1, 9] do
12: nc > mc;
13: while (max 1Dc(R2)) do
14: for all nc and mc do
15: max F2 : 1Dc=2

log2 M×(nc−mc)
B×(nc−1) − 1;

16: end for
17: end while
18: end for
19: F the constraints of four searching dimensions;
20: for all output ns, nc, ms and mc do
21: nc − ms = mc;
22: mt = (nc − mc)× ns, nc > mc;
23: nt = (nc − 1)× ms, ns > ms;
24: end for

In [11], DP-LDPC codes are constructed to form a joint
protomatrix with two linking matrices. The initial joint pro-
tomatrix is expressed as

BJ =

(
Bsc BL1
BL2 Bcc

)
, (26)

where BL2 and BL1 are linking matrices between the
CNs (VNs) and VNs (CNs) connecting the source code
with the channel code, respectively, and Bsc and Bcc are
the protomatrices of the source code and the channel code,
respectively.

To further accelerate the code search process, the joint
protomatrix is reconstructed according to the new edge link-
ing relationship in the JPEXIT algorithm as two simpler
structures to decrease the number of induces of searching
entries.

The initial JPEXIT algorithm [17] yields Icc→sc( ), which
is the EMI between the LLR sent from v in Bcc to cı in
Bsc. Here, Icc→sc( ) is exchanged between the ms CNs in
the source code and the last ms VNs in the channel code
for one-to-one correspondence, that is, the last CN in the
source code can only connect the last VN in the channel code.
On the contrary, to obtain better BER performances, the joint
protomatrix here is modified to be a one-to-n correspondence
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the joint source-channel decoding part of the modified edge
linking relationship in the JPEXIT algorithm.

relationship of the last node in the source and channel codes.
With a novel edge linking relationship, the joint protomatrix
is simplified into two conditions as follows,

BJ =

(
Bsc

B`1
Bcc

)
(27)

or

BJ =

(
Bsc Bcc
B`2

)
. (28)

The dimension of Bsc is ms × ns and the dimension of Bcc is
mc×nc, where ms, ns and mc, nc are the numbers of CNs and
VNs in the DP-LDPC codes, respectively. If ms > mc, then
the size of the linkingmatrixB`1 is (ms−mc)×nc. Ifms < mc,
then the size of the linking matrix B`2 is (mc − ms) × ns.
If ms = mc, there are no B`1 and B`2.

With the increase of linking degrees in matrix B`1 (B`2),
the lastms−mc (mc−ms) CNs aremore likely to be connected
with multiple VNs, as is highlighted in Figure 4. In the figure,
black squares and circles are the CNs and VNs, respectively,
and hollow circles are the punctured VNs. B`1 matrix is
presented by the gray dash edges linking relationship, where
the number of VNs satisfies mc ≤ ns − 1. B`2 matrix is
presented by the gray solid edges linking relationship, where
the number of VNs satisfies ms ≤ nc − 1. The number of
punctured VNs is np.
The dimensions of the objective code pairs are optimally

obtained by the PDRS algorithm, and then searched by theDE
algorithm. The PDRS algorithm is designed with universality,
to be appropriate for different constructions, like Eq. (26).
To simplify the DE searching cost, the constructions of
Eqs. (27) and (28) are the main concern.

D. OPTIMAL DESIGN CRITERIA OF DECODING
THRESHOLD FOR THE DP-LDPC CODE PAIR
The JPEXIT algorithm is introduced to provide a decod-
ing threshold for searching the objective DP-LDPC codes.
To well match the on-body channel characters, the channel
LLR in JPEXIT is modified as follows.
• Initialization of the on-body channel variance for

 = 1, . . . , nc as

σ 2
x, = Lch · L(1,  ), (29)

where L(1,  ) is the punctured  th column with the biggest
VN-degree of the channel code, and Lch is expressed in
Eq. (17).

To this end, the simplified number of linking edges shown
in Figure 4 in the proposed JPEXIT algorithm [11] is modi-
fied as follows.
• Variable nodes in Bcc are linking with last check node

in Bsc for updating the mutual information as the B`1 matrix.
For  = ns−mc+1, . . . , ns−1 and ı = ms−mc+1, . . . ,ms,
if bı,

cc 6= 0, then

Isc→cc( − (ns − mc))

= 1− J

√∑
ı

bı,
sc [J−1(1− IAcsc (ı,  ))]2

 . (30)

where bı,
sc is the degree of the source code Bsc, representing

the number of edges connecting the  th VN to the ı th CN,
IAcsc (ı,  ) is the PMI between the input LLR of the ı th CN on
each of the bı,

sc linking edges and the associated  th VN.
• Variable nodes in Bsc are linking with last check node

in Bcc for updating the mutual information as the B`2 matrix.
For  = nc−ms+1, . . . , nc−1 and ı = mc−ms+1, . . . ,mc,
if bı,

cc 6= 0, then

Icc→sc( − (nc − ms))

= J

√∑
ı

bı,
cc [J−1(IAvcc (ı,  ))]2 + σ 2

x,

 , (31)

where bı,
cc is the degree of the channel code Bcc, representing

the number of edges connecting the  th VN to the ı th CN,
IAvcc (ı,  ) is the PMI between the input LLR of the ı th CN
on each of the bı,

cc linking edges and the associated  th VN,
and σ 2

x, is the variance of the on-body coding channel in the
 th VN.

The J (·) function is defined in [24] as the mutual informa-
tion iterative convergence function between the input symbol
X and the channel LLR Lch given by

I (X;Lch) = J (σx)

= 1−
∫
∞

−∞

e−(ξ−σ
2
x /2)/2σ

2
x√

2πσ 2
x

· log2(1+ e
−ξ )dξ,

(32)
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TABLE 2. The optimal dimensions of DP-LDPC codes allocated with total rate searched by the PDRS algorithm.

with

lim
σx→0

J (σx) = 0, lim
σx→∞

J (σx) = 1, σx > 0. (33)

The objective code pairs of the proposed JSCC system are
searched to achieve a lower decoding threshold0TH using the
DE algorithm with fixed dimensions searched by Algorithm
1. The constrained optimization is

min [F3(p) = 0TH ]

s.t. 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5,

Isc→cc > I−1cc→sc,

Isc→cc = I−1cc→sc = 1. (34)

Here, Isc→cc( ) is the EMI between the LLR sent by cı in
Bsc to v in Bcc, I−1cc→sc is the inverse of Icc→sc, and F3(·)
is defined by the redesigned JPEXIT algorithm. The first
constraint is the feasible region of source statistics for the
JSCC system. The last two constraints indicate that the joint
source-channel decoding is decoded successfully.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. THE DP-LDPC CODES SEARCHED WITH PDRS OPTIMAL
DIMENSION
If a total rate R is given, the dimensions of the DP-LDPC
codes are optimally achieved by Algorithm 1 for the JSCC
system over on-body channel. The searched results are shown
in Table 2. The differential values 1Ds and 1Dc are both
larger than the ones in [11] according the objective functions
of the code rate bound limitation in Eqs. (23) and (25). Here,
the objective DP-LDPC codes are fixed with the dimensions
by the PDRS algorithm and searched by the DE algorithm.
When p = 0.01, the initialized searching joint protomatrix

according to the Table 2, where Bsc = 2 × 2, Bcc = 3 × 5,
B`2 = 1× 2 and B`1 = 0× 0, is expressed as

B0.01
J−ini =

(
bs11 bs12 | bc11 bc12 bc13 bc14 bc15
bs21 bs22 | bc21 bc22 bc23 bc24 bc25
0 0 | bc31 bc32 bc33 bc34 bc35

)
,

(35)

where bsxy, b
c
xy ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3] are the degrees of linking edges

between VNs (CNs) and CNs (VNs) in the source code and
the channel code, respectively. x, y ∈ N+ and N+ is a set of
positive integers. Since the number of linking VNs is  =
nc − ms + 1 > ms, there is no degree in the matrix B`2.
The numbers of degree-1 and degree-2 VNs should satisfy the
linear minimum distance growth principle [26], [27]. Then,
the corresponding DE searching constraints with


bs1y + b

s
2y ≥ 3,

6xbcx1 = 1,
6xbcx5 ≥ 3,
6xbcx2 = 6xbcx3 = 6xbcx4 = 2.

(36)

The searched code pairs are

B0.01
sc−d =

(
2 3
3 2

)
, (37)

B0.01
cc−d =

1 1 1 0 3
0 1 1 1 2
0 0 0 1 1

 . (38)

When p = 0.03, the initialized searching joint protomatrix
according to the Table 2, where Bsc = 4 × 8, Bcc = 3 × 7,
B`1 = 1× 7 and B`2 = 0× 0, is expressed as (39), shown at
the bottom of the page.

Since the VNs are linked from  = ns − mc + 1 = 6
to  = ns − 1 = 7, there are two degree-1 VNs in the
sixth and seventh columns of matrix B`1, respectively. The
corresponding DE searching constraints are


bs1y + b

s
2y + b

s
3y + b

s
4y ≥ 3,

6xbcx1 = 6xbcx6 = 1,
6xbcx7 ≥ 3,
6xbcx2 = 6xbcx3 = 6xbcx4 = 6xbcx5 = 2.

(40)

B0.03
J−ini =

 bs11 bs12 bs13 bs14 bs15 bs16 bs17 bs18 | 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

bs21 bs22 bs23 bs24 bs25 bs26 bs27 bs28 | bc11 bc12 bc13 bc14 bc15 bc16 bc17
bs31 bs32 bs33 bs34 bs35 bs36 bs37 bs38 | bc21 bc22 bc23 bc24 bc25 bc26 bc27
bs41 bs42 bs43 bs44 bs45 bs46 bs47 bs48 | bc31 bc32 bc33 bc34 bc35 bc36 bc37

 . (39)
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TABLE 3. The number of indices of searching entries of the joint
protomatrix.

The searched code pairs are

B0.03
sc−d =


1 2 1 1 3 2 1 0
1 1 2 1 2 3 3 1
2 1 0 2 2 1 2 1
0 0 2 3 0 1 3 1

 , (41)

B0.03
cc−d =

1 1 0 1 1 1 3
0 1 1 1 1 0 2
0 0 1 0 0 0 3

 . (42)

When p = 0.06, the initialized searching joint protomatrix
according to the Table 2, where Bsc = 3 × 4, Bcc = 2 × 5,
B`1 = 1× 5 and B`2 = 0× 0, is expressed as

B0.06
J−ini

=

(
bs11 bs12 bs13 bs14 | 0 0 1 0 0

bs21 bs22 bs23 bs24 | bc11 bc12 bc13 bc14 bc15
bs31 bs32 bs33 bs34 | bc21 bc22 bc23 bc24 bc25

)
.

(43)

Since the VNs are linked from  = ns − mc + 1 = 3 to
 = ns−1 = 3, there is one degree-1 VN in the third column
of matrix B`1. The corresponding DE searching constraints
are 

bs1y + b
s
2y + b

s
3y ≥ 3,

6xbcx1 = 1,
6xbcx5 ≥ 3,
6xbcx2 = 6xbcx3 = 6xbcx4 = 2.

(44)

The searched code pairs are

B0.06
sc−d =

1 3 0 1
1 1 1 0
2 0 3 2

 , (45)

B0.06
cc−d =

(
1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 3

)
. (46)

The number of indices of searching entries is shown in
Table 3, which is totally dropped in the simplified joint

protomatrix compared with the one in [11]. Therefore, the
searching cost of the DE algorithm is significantly decreased.

B. THE DP-LDPC CODES SEARCHED WITHOUT PDRS
OPTIMAL DIMENSION
Referring to [11], the same dimensions of the DP-LDPC code
pairs are straightly searched by the DE algorithm without the
PDRS predesign for BER performance comparison.

When p = 0.01, the initialized searching joint protomatrix
in [11], where Bsc = 2 × 7, Bcc = 3 × 5, B`2 = 1 × 7 and
B`1 = 0× 0, is expressed as (47), shown at the bottom of the
page.

Since the VNs are linked from  = nc − ms + 1 = 4 to
 = nc−1 = 4, there is one degree-1VN in the fourth column
of matrix B`2. The corresponding DE searching constraints
with 

bs1y + b
s
2y ≥ 3,

6xbcx4 = 1,
6xbcx3 ≥ 3,
6xbcx1 = 6xbcx2 = 6xbcx5 = 2.

(48)

The searched code pairs are

B0.01
sc−nd =

(
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1

)
, (49)

B0.01
cc−nd =

0 0 3 1 0
1 1 2 0 1
1 1 1 0 1

 . (50)

When p = 0.03, the initialized joint protomatrix in [11],
whereBsc = 3×8,Bcc = 4×7,B`2 = 1×8 andB`1 = 0×0,
is expressed as (51), shown at the bottom of the page.

Since the VNs are linked from  = nc − ms + 1 = 5 to
 = nc − 1 = 6, there are two degree-1 VNs in the fifth
and sixth columns of B`2, respectively. The corresponding
DE searching constraints are

bs1y + b
s
2y + b

s
3y ≥ 3,

6xbcx1 = 1,
6xbcx5 = 6xbcx6 = 6xbcx7 ≥ 3,
6xbcx2 = 6xbcx3 = 6xbcx4 = 2.

(52)

The searched code pairs are

B0.03
sc−nd =

1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1

 , (53)

B0.01
J−ini =

(
bs11 bs12 bs13 bs14 bs15 bs16 bs17 bs18 | bc11 bc12 bc13 bc14 bc15
bs21 bs22 bs23 bs24 bs25 bs26 bs27 bs28 | bc21 bc22 bc23 bc24 bc25
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 | bc31 bc32 bc33 bc34 bc35

)
. (47)

B0.03
J−ini =

 bs11 bs12 bs13 bs14 bs15 bs16 bs17 bs18 | bc11 bc12 bc13 bc14 bc15 bc16 bc17
bs21 bs22 bs23 bs24 bs25 bs26 bs27 bs28 | bc21 bc22 bc23 bc24 bc25 bc26 bc27
bs31 bs32 bs33 bs34 bs35 bs36 bs37 bs38 | bc31 bc32 bc33 bc34 bc35 bc36 bc37
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 | bc41 bc42 bc43 bc44 bc45 bc46 bc47

 . (51)
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FIGURE 5. BER performances of DP-LDPC codes for different source statistics p via the 2-ary DCSK modulation over
the on-body coding channel.

FIGURE 6. BER performances of DP-LDPC codes for different source statistics p via the 4-ary DCSK modulation over
the on-body coding channel.

FIGURE 7. BER performances of DP-LDPC codes for different source statistics p via the 8-ary DCSK modulation over
the on-body coding channel.

B0.03
cc−nd =


1 0 0 0 0 3 1
0 1 0 1 1 2 1
0 1 1 1 2 2 1
0 0 1 0 0 3 0

 , (54)

When p = 0.06, the DP-LDPC code pair in [11] are
faithfully decoding. The dimensions of theDE searching code
pair are enlarged to achieve more source redundancy. Here,
Bsc = 4 × 8, Bcc = 5 × 9, B`2 = 1 × 9 and B`1 = 0 × 0,
the initialized joint protomatrix is expressed as (55), shown
at the bottom of the page.

Since the VNs are linked from  = nc − ms + 1 = 6
to  = nc − 1 = 8, there are three degree-1 VNs in the
sixth, seventh and eighth columns of B`2, respectively. The

corresponding DE searching constraints are


bs1y + b

s
2y + b

s
3y + b

s
4y ≥ 3,

6xbcx1 = 1,
6xbcx6 = 6xbcx7 = 6xbcx8 = 6xbcx9 ≥ 3,
6xbcx2 = 6xbcx3 = 6xbcx4 = 6xbcx5 = 2.

(56)

The searched code pairs are

B0.06
sc−nd =


1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1
1 0 2 1 2 1 1 1

 , (57)

B0.06
J−ini =


bs11 bs12 bs13 bs14 bs15 bs16 bs17 bs18 | bc11 bc12 bc13 bc14 bc15 bc16 bc17 bc18 bc19
bs21 bs22 bs23 bs24 bs25 bs26 bs27 bs28 | bc21 bc22 bc23 bc24 bc25 bc26 bc27 bc28 bc29
bs31 bs32 bs33 bs34 bs35 bs36 bs37 bs38 | bc31 bc32 bc33 bc34 bc35 bc36 bc37 bc38 bc39
bs41 bs42 bs43 bs44 bs45 bs46 bs47 bs48 | bc41 bc42 bc43 bc44 bc45 bc46 bc47 bc48 bc49
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 | bc51 bc52 bc53 bc54 bc55 bc56 bc57 bc58 bc59

 . (55)
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TABLE 4. Decoding threshold with different source statistics over
log-normal on-body coding channel via searching code pairs.

B0.06
cc−nd =


1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

 . (58)

C. THE COMPARISON OF DECODING THRESHOLD AND
BER PERFORMANCE
Table 4 indicates that the decoding thresholds decrease when
the source-channel code protomatrices predesigned by Algo-
rithm 1 are utilized. In Figures 5-7, the BER performances
and the system gains among different DP-LDPC codes are
compared with three source statistics by M -ary DSCK mod-
ulation. In the fugures, the black solid line with circles sim-
ulates the decoding performance via the DP-LDPC codes
predesigned by the PDRS algorithm, the gray dash line with
triangles is the one without predesigning by the PDRS algo-
rithm, and the light gray dash line with squares is the one
proposed in [11].

Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) are the simulation results on the
BER performances of the code pair Bpsc/cc−d compared with

the code pair Bpsc/cc−nd and Bs/cp [11] at p = 0.01, p = 0.03
and p = 0.06, respectively, whereM = 2. For the DP-LDPC
codes Bs/cp derived in [11], there are error floors at different
source statistics p. On the contrary, thewaterfall regions of the
predesigned code pair Bpsc/cc−d in black appear at low Es/N0.
By comparison of code pairs, one can see that the system gain
is significantly increased at BER = 10−6 with no error floor.
Simultaneously, the BER performances in Figures 6 and 7

show good waterfall regions and low power consumptions by
the predesigned code pairs. Therefore, the predesign of the
DP-LDPC code pairs by the PDRS algorithm is an effective
way for the JSCC system to achieve higher reliability and
lower power consumption over on-body channel.

V. CONCLUSION
We redesign the DP-LDPC codes in the JSCC system under
different non-standard channels for the on-body coding chan-
nel. To match different channel characteristics well, some

new optimal methods are proposed to redesign the DP-LDPC
code pairs. The bound limitation of the code rate is intro-
duced to restrictively search the most appropriate protomatrix
dimension of the DP-LDPC codes, and the joint protomatrix
is reconstructed into two simpler structures to further accel-
erate the code searching speed.

Referring to [3], the power consumption is SNR= 26 dB at
BER = 10−6 via the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH
51,63) channel coding data over binary phase shift keying
modulated channel in WBAN. Compared with the BER per-
formance in the proposed JSCC system, it has lower power
consumption because of the sparse source statistic. Most of
the source information in WBAN follows the sparse distri-
bution, therefore the JSCC system is a much more efficient
paradigm for the WBAN data transmission on the physical
layer.

To further construct a high reliability and low power
consumption communication network, new efforts will be
devoted to studying the intra-body channel model with the
JSCC system to construct an integrated data transmission
environment in WBAN in the future.
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